Provides up to 60 minutes of protection!

The Ceco Door Forced Entry Bullet Resistant Assembly meets U.S. government, military, life safety and security objectives.

Testing:
Third party tested to the highest level U.S. Department of State protection against mob level forced entry attacks and rifle-level ballistic threats.

- Shot with Level 7 - 5.56 mm rifle, and Level 8 - 7.62 mm rifle rounds
- Then attacked by a six man concentrated assault team

Ease of ordering
Door, frame, and hardware ship together as a complete package.

Extremely heavy duty door and frame system engineered to supply exceptional strength for the utmost in security and durability.

Factory installed hardware insures easy operation and correct functionality of the opening.

Robust forced entry / bullet resistant 3 point latching exit device and continuous hinge for the utmost in security and durability.

Forced Entry Bullet Resistant Assembly
Where Do You Need Them?